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THE WORLD’S LONGEST GREEN & 
DIGITAL SHIPPING CORRIDOR

ROTTERDAM
#3 BUNKERING PORT IN 
THE WORLD

15,000 KM
ONE OF THE WORLD’S 
BIGGEST TRADE LANES

SINGAPORE
#1 BUNKERING PORT IN 
THE WORLD

GREEN CORRIDOR

• Broad coalition of partners across the supply chain
• Joint pilots for bunkering and use of sustainable fuels
• Enabling low & zero carbon shipping

DIGITAL CORRIDOR

• Create seamless digital tradelane
• Optimize just-in-time sailing
• Improve efficiency, safety and speed



 

INTRODUCTION TO PORT 
READINESS LEVELS: WHAT AND 
WHY

• Ports play a crucial role in the adaption - and the respective pace - of alternative fuels
• To accelerate the energy transition in shipping, ports need to make sure they are ready to handle and/or supply new type of fuels. 
• The readiness and timeline differ per port:

• Port: is it bunker port or port of call?
• Readiness: what are you ready for?
• Level: what is your present and future level of readiness for every new fuel?

• Identification of green corridor opportunity and feasibility.
• A profile of various ports along a certain route is needed to frame the opportunity and assess the feasibility of a green corridor. PRL provides insights

into the current and expected future ‘readiness’ of ports (both port of call and bunker ports) for alternative fuels.
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HOW PORTS AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS CAN USE THE PORT 
READINESS LEVELS TO PROVIDE TRANSPARENCY AND UNLOCK
NEW ALTERNATIVE FUELS-RELATED OPPORTUNITIES

• Port Readiness Levels serves as guidance tool. It provides/requires:
• Common language
• Familiarity: based on TRL format
• Self-assessments of ports
• Port ambition
• Port guidance
• Expectation management
• Stakeholder communication
• Communication instrument
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CONCLUSIONS

• The corridor approach offers the opportunity to accelerate the uptake of alternative fuels by demand of large 

volumes in a short period of time

• It takes intensive collaboration with other ports and within the value chain  

• Production and supply are equally important to involve

• Everybody has to jump through the hoop at once!
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